
Freeborn Reserve: Pilchuck Learning Center, Living History Farm, Preschool, 
Freeborn Church and Cemetery, Bonhoeff er Hall, Sophie’s Herbarium and 
Grotto, and Bonhoeff er Botanical Gardens’ visitors enter under Washington’s 
Recreational Use Statue – RCW 4.24.200 & .210 allowing public recreational use 
including nature study and viewing or enjoying historical archaeological, scenic, 
or scientifi c sites on private, R-5 land.  No visitor or admission fees are required.










Preschool & Garden Dreams
- 870’ to your right/East       

Haiti Mission Projects
 - 720’ to your right/East

History Among the Departed
- 600’ to your right/East

Children Park & Salmon Drying Kiln
- 410’ to your right/East

A Jewish Pioneer Farm
- 120’ to your right/East

Bonhoeffer Botanical Gardens
- 70’ to your right/SE

Why the Water Testing Pipes?
You Are Here Now       

Why No Stream in the Gardens?
- 120’ to your left/South

FREEBORN RESERVEFREEBORN RESERVE
WHY THESE WATER TESTING PIPES?WHY THESE WATER TESTING PIPES?

The creek to your left is Freeborn Church Creek, commonly known as the West Fork of 
Church Creek; some miscall it Freedom Creek.  It is anything but free.  Across the way, it 
hosted 3 water testing pipes, 1 on this east side (you could see it from here) and 2 on the 
west side.  Why did the State place these pipes; why did they remove them October 2016?

And questions relate to the mapping of the Creek.  In 2013 the Campus sent out 33,000 
narrative questionnaires to neighbors attempting to fi nd an answer to these questions.  
(Government maps show the Creek is behind you and running under the Herbarium.)

2 pipes behind trees in front of you;
you should be able to see the 3rd pipe

straight across the intersection before you.

Detriech Bonhoeffer’s life story was about how one questions a State, 
when the State is wrong.  What you are looking at is the purposeful 
destruction of 11 miles of salmon stream.  Why?  Part of the reason 
might be found in the inspector’s log notes that reported a last minute 
decision in December 1972 in building the I-5.

Another extract from this site’s 2013 CUP Narrative sent to 33,000 
neighbors, many of whom have responded with their memories and 
thoughts:

FREEBORN RESERVE’SFREEBORN RESERVE’S
HISTORY PEDESTALS HISTORY PEDESTALS 

Pedestals (14 in all) are found on both sides of 300th. With 
the Farm’s 16 Heritage Trailers/Cabins and the Gardens’ 16 
Kiosks, they combine to provide educational venues, 2 hour 
outdoor labs (4’ at each station, 2’ for transit) covering topics 
rarely taught today in schools.  The Reserve honors this area’s 
pioneers, their beliefs and dreams, and the land they settled.




YOU ARE HEREYOU ARE HERE
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